Tell Data Brokers: Do not Help Build a Muslim Registry or
Facilitate Mass Deportations

What is the Issue?
Both as a candidate and now as President, Donald Trump has championed
discriminatory policies. Among the groups his policies have most frequently targeted are
Muslims and immigrants.
Most starkly, President Trump’s patently unlawful travel ban, enacted by Executive
Order, barred entrance to the country to refugees and to all individuals from 7 Muslimmajority countries.1 Though that ban has now been stayed by a Federal Court, portions
of it may be reinstated in other forms.
We do not know what the future holds, but the President’s statements to date give
cause for serious concern. President Trump has refused to rule out the possibility of a
“Muslim registry,”2 and has stated his intention to quickly deport between 2 and 3
million people. Changes in immigration policy last week may have started to make this
intention real, instituting harsher policies on deportation and detention.
These policies could be a disaster for human rights, and data brokers3 and data analytics
companies must not be complicit.

What do we know about “data brokers,” and why does it matter now?
Any hypothetical effort to profile or otherwise identify large numbers of people based
on their religion, immigration status, national origin, or other characteristic could easily
be achieved through the services of data brokers or data analytics companies.4
Data brokers and analytics companies collect, organize, and sell immense amounts of
personal data. This can include things like credit card transactions, mobile phone
geolocation data, employment histories, social security numbers, criminal records or
social media information. These companies – many of which you have likely never heard
of – know a tremendous amount about you. Cambridge Analytica, the big data company
that worked with the Trump campaign,5 advertise that they collect up to 5,000 data
points on over 220 million Americans.6
Another company offers pre-sorted lists of thousands of names, email and home
addresses, for a few cents a name, organized into groups such as: “Muslim Households
by State.”7
And it’s not just what the data literally says about you that can be revealing. Increasingly
powerful tools can draw seemingly unconnected inferences about your personality or
identity based on innocuous seeming “proxy data” such as your social media likes or
movie preferences.8 Many companies do not sell personal data in its raw form per se,
but rather offer services such as data analytics.
Data brokers are subject to minimal regulation in the USA and law enforcement
agencies are making use of these services to complement their own surveillance and
investigation tools.9
It is important to emphasize that there are uses of big data and analytics, including via
data brokers, that do not violate human rights, but amassing such large amounts of
personal data poses serious risks and that there are many potentially dangerous uses to
which this information could be put. According to media reports, some data brokers,
including Acxiom, Recorded Future, and CoreLogic, have said they would not assist in
building a Muslim registry.10 Nearly 3000 tech professionals have also signed a pledge to
– among other things - refuse to cooperate in building discriminatory databases.11
But the data ecosystem is a large one, and if even a few companies were to agree to
provide data or services that identified Muslims or immigrants, even if by proxy, and
that data were misused, either by government or other private actors, the human rights
consequences could be enormous.

Which Human Rights are at Stake?
We have no way of knowing what a “Muslim registry” would look like in practice. People

have speculated that this could refer to a reactivation of the discriminatory National
Security Exit-Entry Registration System (NSEERS) program. One part of this program saw
men from 24 Muslim-majority countries (and North Korea) summoned by the
government for “Special Registration.” But a “registry” could also refer to something
even more antithetical to human rights as well.
Any such registry profiling people based on religion – even if by proxy, such as by
ostensibly targeting another individual identifier, such as national origin or behavioural
data – would violate the right to non-discrimination.12 If such a registry were compiled,
the further abuses to which people listed on it might be subjected are impossible to
know, but recent history provides reason to believe it could lead to unlawful
surveillance13 or even discriminatory detentions.14
Trump’s immigration proposals, including to immediately deport two to three million
people, would also have radically negative human rights impacts. While President Trump
has not called for any sort of registry for immigrants, the task of identifying and locating
such a large number of undocumented people could be facilitated through the use of
the data held by data brokers, or through services such as data analytics or other means
of identification by proxy.
Such mass deportations would be a human rights crisis, and indeed, last week’s changes
to immigration policy raise numerous human rights concerns. The new memoranda15
introduce harsher policies on detention of migrants (which will lead to arbitrary
detention)16 and deportations (which can split up families and violate people’s right to
family life.)17 The changes also reintroduce programs that allow local or state law
enforcement to enforce immigration rules, which can lead to discriminatory profiling
and drive migrants away from using necessary services such as health, education or
even police protection.18 The changes also expand the use of “expedited removal”,
which could violate due process rights and potentially lead to violations of the principle
of non-refoulement, sending people back to places where their lives or safety could be
at risk.19

Human Rights Responsibilities of data brokers and data analytics companies
While we cannot predict the future actions of the Trump administration, given Trump’s
statements about building a registry in the past, we must conclude that the risks to
human rights are enormous. This raises questions of data ethics and especially of
international human rights responsibilities. Data brokers and data analytics companies –
like all businesses – have a responsibility to respect human rights, which means they
must make sure they do not cause or contribute to human rights abuses.
The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP) make clear
that businesses’ responsibility to respect human rights, “exists independently of States’
abilities and/or willingness to fulfill their own human rights obligations, and does not

diminish those obligations. And it exists over and above compliance with national laws
and regulations protecting human rights.”20
This responsibility applies to all business activities and relationships, including via
subsidiary companies, whether with state or non-state actors. It requires that
companies undertake human rights due diligence to identify, prevent, and mitigate
adverse human rights impacts linked to their activities or relationships.21
In other words, companies must make sure that they do not help governments, or other
private actors, violate fundamental human rights. This means that data brokers, data
analytics companies or others in the industry were to provide data or services that could
be used to construct a “Muslim registry” or carry out mass deportations, they would be
in breach of their human rights responsibilities.

Demand that Data Brokers Pledge to Respect Human Rights!
Today, because of the risks that big data could be exploited to violate human rights of
Muslims, migrants or others in the United States, the undersigned 17 organizations are
sending letters to nearly 50 data brokers in the United States.
We are calling on them to disclose whether they have refused requests to share data
with the government, what steps they take to make sure their activities do not lead to
human rights abuses, and to take the following pledge:
-

We will not allow our data, or services, to be purchased or otherwise used in
ways that could lead to violations of the human rights of Muslims or immigrants
in the United States. If we cannot guarantee that our data, or services, will not
ultimately be used for such purposes, we will refuse to provide them.

Signed:
1. Center for Democracy & Technology
2. Center for Media Justice
3. Alvaro M. Bedoya, Executive Director, Center on Privacy & Technology at
Georgetown Law
4. Color of Change
5. Media Mobilizing Project
6. DRUM (Desis Rising Up & Moving)
7. Brian Hofer, Member, Oakland Privacy; Chair, City of Oakland Privacy Advisory

Commission
8. Electronic Frontier Foundation
9. Amnesty International
10. 18 Million Rising
11. CREDO Action
12. The Greenlining Institute
13. Columbia Law School Human Rights Clinic
14. Open Technology Institute at New America
15. Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI)
16. World Privacy Forum
17. National Immigration Law Center
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